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PUREVAC
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

Super-concentrated
Purevac cleans your entire
system including the trap
and leaves it smelling
lemon fresh. It dissolves
away the toughest debris
to provide optimal
suction. Purevac removes
calcium and deposits that
can hinder your system’s
performance.

2 L (67 Treatments)
9518660 [21113]

5 L (169 Treatments)
9518662 [21115]

9512101 Auto Walkabout Dispenser [21116]

GREEN AND CLEAN M2
METASYS/PURE WATER DEVELOPMENT LCC

Green and Clean M2 is
a dual, active de-
foaming concentrate
for the effective
disinfection of the
entire system including
the amalgam
separator.

Kit: 3 x 500 ml Pouches
9547194 [60010016]

NEUTRAVAC
BIOTROL

NeutraVAC is a
super-concentrated,
pH balanced formula
that dissolves and
removes organic and
inorganic debris in
dental evacuation
systems. The unique neutral pH balanced 
formula is also compatible with amalgam
separator devices.

9540564 1 qt. [NV 800CS]
9540566 3 qt. [NV 803CS]

Biotrol Easy 1-2-3 Atomizer
9540548 [ED 592]

PROE-VAC
CERTOL INTERNATIONAL

ProE-Vac is a powerful,
non-foaming,
concentrated
biodegradable
evacuation system
cleaner that leaves a
fresh mint scent. ProE-
Vac may be used to
clean and deodorize the
entire evacuation system,
including the high-volume evacuator (HVE), saliva
ejector and cuspidor.

24 x 1 oz. Unidose Pkg.
9533814 [PVACU24] 

Gallon (128 uses)
9533816 [PVACI28]

PUREVAC SC
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

Purevac SC is formulated
specifically for systems
with amalgam separators
with a near neutral pH.
Purevac SC is designed
to remove a wide range
of dental debris. It
contains a scent of citrus
leaves that keeps the
system smelling great.

2 Liter (67 Treatments)
9518788 [21132]

5 Liter (169 Treatments)
9518786 [21135]

MONARCH CLEANSTREAM
EVACUATION SYSTEM
CLEANER
AIR TECHNIQUES

Monarch CleanStream
is an easy and 
effective solution 
tokeep your dental
vacuum system 
running smoothly, 
so you get the most out of your investment.

Starter Kit: 2 x 4 oz. Cleaner, Dispenser System
with Adaptors to Attach SE and HVE Hoses
9332967 [57660]

Evacuation System Cleaner
9332969 2.5 L [57850]

SANI-TREET GREEN
ENZYME INDUSTRIES, INC.

Sani-Treet Green utilizes new
generation, ecologically friendly
cleaning agents that biodegrade
quickly and efficiently. When
used as an ultrasonic solution or
presoak, your instruments will be
clean down to the bare metal
prior to sterilization. Evacuation lines and traps will
be clean and odor free when used daily as
directed

Gallon 
8762380 Lemongrass-Lavender [7000]

50 x 1 oz. Unidose Packets
8762382 Lemongrass-Lavender [7002]

SANI-TREET PLUS
ENZYME INDUSTRIES, INC. 

Sani-Treet Plus is a dual enzyme
action, non-foaming formula. It
can be used as an evacuation
system cleaner, instrument
presoak or ultrasonic cleaner.
The formula contains a pleasant peppermint
fragrance.

Gallon (Makes 128 treatments)
8762392 Peppermint [4198]
8762395 Country Meadow [4200]

SHOCK & CLEAN
PALMERO

Shock and Clean helps prevent accumulation of
debris and bioburden in the lines which can lead
to a loss in pressure and a costly breakdown of the
entire system. The first stage in the Palmero 2-step
system keeps vacuum lines clean and extend
pump life. The time-released tablet is used once
every three months. The second stage restores
pressure, keeps vacuum lines clean and extends
pump life. It’s neutral ph helps reduce dispersal of
amalgam into sewer systems and allows consistent
vacuum suction and asepsis.

Operatory Kit: 6 Tubes (each containing 16
Vacuum Clean tablets and 1 Vacuum Shock tablet)
9200978 [3546O]

GOBBLE PLUS - CONTINUED
which outperforms enzyme based products. Unlike
enzymes which only break down organic matter,
GOBBLE’S formulation eliminates organics from
the line.

9504600 2 L [AS 2L]
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